And more praise for STEAM COFFIN...

“John Laurence Busch has produced the definitive history of the steamship Savannah... Along the way Busch demonstrates the breadth and depth of his research... The book...presents a garden of rich information.”

— New York History

***

“Busch...has completed an enviable amount of research, uncovering many new details... The book has something of the feel of a cosy fireside chat about it.”

— The Mariner’s Mirror
(United Kingdom)

***

“John Laurence Busch has expended a prodigious research effort..., which offers an engaging account of the Savannah... Steam Coffin...will appeal to the much broader audience of the general reading public.”

— Britain and the World
(United Kingdom)

***

“Steam Coffin...reveals a story of struggle that is both intriguing and historically significant... Busch should be commended for painting a vivid picture of the Savannah's role in shaping the sails-steam paradigm.”

— Southern Historian

Visit steamcoffin.com, or scan the QR Code.